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It was only when I met Frank that I realised the full extend to 
which we cockroaches had become slaves to our habits.

For centuries we had scurried along sidewalks; along roads – 
engaged in an eternal struggle against the Wasp Army. With 
the natural advantage of aerial perspective, the wasps were 
terrifying adversaries; efficient predators. They used the grid of 
the city to plan military strikes, and we had been targeted and 
destroyed again and again as we replayed the same tired tactical 
operations. The wasps were overpowering us, but we knew no 
other way to operate. 

That is, until the day Frank arrived and shook the cockroach 
military institution to its core. 

Frank was not from these parts. He had travelled; studied; 
philosophized; experienced the world – and the fact that he had 
been graced with the gift of an outside perspective made him an 
invaluable comrade to the Cockroach Army. 

“Neil,” he said. “The space that you look at, this room that you 
look at, is nothing but your interpretation of it. The wasps have 
set the stage for a fighting spectacle in which they expect us, 
when attacking the enclave, to obey the logic that they have 
determined. They expect us to conform to the geometric order of 
the street network. But we cannot follow their rules if we hope to 
survive. We cannot let them win.”

Fluent in matters of philosophy and architecture, Frank 
captivated us with radical notions about the smoothing of urban 
space, a la Deleuze. His approach was unusual; refreshing; and 
wholeheartedly welcome in the midst of our desperation. He 
insisted that – rather than containing and organising our forces 
according to existing borders – we should move through them. 

And he warned us against being defined by the architectural 
objects that constitute the syntax of the city. He told us that 
we should not submit to the authority of conventional spatial 
boundaries and logic – that we should subvert the classical 
understanding of space; invert the geometry of the city; redefine 
the outside as inside in an effort to gain the upper hand over our 
attackers.  
After all, the key to military success is surprise.

So – with the city as our newly discovered medium of our warfare 
– Frank encouraged us to transform the urban topography into a 
flexible, liquid medium; forever contingent and in flux. We could 
create elaborate and unpredictable over-ground tunnels carved 
through a dense and contiguous urban fabric – and by saturating 
ourselves within the fabric of the city very few cockroach soldiers 
would be visible to the Wasp Army from aerial perspective. 

In short, he suggested that we go inside the houses. 

As I crouched on the windowsill of Number 28 Leighton Road 
– simultaneously intrigued by the image of Mrs Adams viciously 
scrubbing a stubborn speck on her electric frypan, and disarmed 
with Messianic expectation by Frank’s presence – I was struck 
by the alarming insightfulness of his suggestion.

We had always been a polite species – wary of upsetting the 
innocent bystander and content to respect the privacy of our 
human brethren. I watched as Mrs Adams took to her dishes 
with manic devotion. Would she take to us – the insect intruders, 
traipsing filth and disease through her meticulous kitchen in the 
name of military strategy – with the same ferocity? 

Although it was not our intention to harm the occupants of the 
houses, we were not so naïve as to think that our approach was 
entirely humane. We knew the human condition well enough to 
recognise the trauma and humiliation that would come to the 
humans when we infested their private domains.

There was no doubt that they would hate us for it; perhaps even 
fight back – and then the shell of the house would do little more 
than conceal a new breed of violence; mask a whole new war; 
an internal war. 

Nevertheless, Frank was right.

This was an emergency – and so we had no choice but to 
withdraw from our conditional truce with the humans; to annul 
the live-and-let-live treaty that had guided our relationships with 
them in the past. The humans would be unfortunate collateral 
– but necessity, as the mother of invention, was forcing us to 
abandon our social graces and explore previously uncharted 
theoretical territory in the name of tactical warfare. 

As the old adage goes – all is fair in love and war.   

Frank stridulated with excitement as he spoke of our new 
strategy for attack – a chaotic, fractal manoeuvre, devoid of 
linear progression; a swarm of cockroaches from every direction; 
simultaneous and unexpected. 
“There is no other way of moving! If until now you were used to 
moving along roads and sidewalks, forget it! From now on, we all 
walk through walls!”

It made sense. 
And from that day forth, the cockroach was an indoor pest. 
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